Fashion Revue Script Form

Please fill out the form below and bring it to the Fashion Revue Judging on Saturday at Wabaunsee High School. Having each participant’s script already prepared should make it easier for the committee to draft the script for the Public Fashion Revue at the Fair. An example script has been provided, along with some questions that will help you in writing your own. Try to use the answers to the questions in a brief description of your outfit and accessories.

**EXAMPLE**
Ivory linen was the perfect choice for this slimming dress. Susan Smith, from the Anytown 4-H Club, models this combination, perfect for church, summer weddings, or other special occasions. She accessorizes the garment with natural wooden beads and matching earrings. Neutral hose and brown leather pumps complete the outfit.

What type of garment did I make/purchase?
(A one piece dressy outfit, a multi-piece casual outfit, a suit (2 or 3 pieces) or formal)

What type of fabric and color are the items in the outfit?

What accessories did I choose?

What color are the accessories?

Where do I plan to wear this outfit?
(Church, school, playing tennis, etc.)
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Please detach and bring to Fashion Revue Judging
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Please detach and bring to Fashion Revue Judging